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Longman Academic Reading
The Longman Academic Writing Series helps
English language students master the writing skills
needed to succeed in their academic careers. The
five-level series spans writing topics from
composing sentences to writing research papers.
Each level covers the complete writing process
from prewriting to revision. Level 2 teaches highbeginning to low-intermediate students to write
varied academic paragraphs. The text's proven
approach integrates training in grammar,
mechanics, vocabulary, sentence structure, and
paragraph organization along with the writing
process.
Maat is the moral ideal of ancient Egypt whose
texts contain information on Egypt's moral
standards, its concepts of right from wrong, codes
of behaviour and obligations. Written by a teacher
of the tradition of Maat, this study is the `first
philosophical book that is based on a philologically
and historically critical treatment of first-hand
Egyptian material'. Focusing on the Maatian ideal
rather than moral practices, Karenga discusses
what Maat is and its place within the genre of
philosophical ethics and morality, asking what it
can contribute to modern African culture and
values. Extracts are transcribed and translated into
English.
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This Value Pack consists of Longman Academic
Reading 4 and Longman Academic Writing 3 . The
Longman Academic Reading Series is a five-level
series that prepares English language learners for
academic work. The aim of the series is to make
students more effective and confident readers by
providing high-interest readings on academic
subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies
for effective reading, vocabulary building, notetaking, and critical thinking. The series also
encourages students to discuss and write about the
ideas they discovered in the readings, making
them better speakers and writers of English as well.
The Longman Academic Writing Series helps
students master the academic writing skills needed
to succeed in their academic careers. The five-level
series spans writing topics from composing
sentences to writing research papers. Each level
covers the complete writing process from
prewriting to revision. Level 3 teaches intermediate
students to write various genres of academic
paragraphs and essays. The text's proven approach
integrates training in grammar, mechanics,
vocabulary, sentence structure, and paragraph and
essay organization along with the writing process.
First Steps in Academic Writing
Reading Skills for College
Longman Academic Reading 2 Assessment Bklt
Introduction to Academic Writing
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A Study in Classical African Ethics
East Asia is normally identified as a
group of countries lying along the western
edge of the Pacific Ocean, but in recent
years scholars have begun thinking about a
new East Asia that is a community rather
than a set of sovereign states. This
regional community is a theoretical notion
variously defined on the basis of economic
or political relations, philosophical
orientations, language or other criteria,
with each standard producing a different
set of boundaries. This book looks at the
new East Asia from a Northeast Asian
perspective, considering it both as a
theoretical construct and a practical
reality. The authors are Asian Studies
specialists, mainly from Japan but with
contributions from Korea and the United
States, and they consider the trade and
economic interaction, diplomacy, and
security arrangements of East Asia.
Prepared as part of a five-year research
program conducted by Waseda University's
21st Century Center of Excellence for the
Creation of Contemporary Asian Studies,
the essays are published here in English
for the first time.
The Longman Academic Reading Series is a
five-level series that prepares English
language learners for academic work. The
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aim of the series is to make students more
effective and confident readers by
providing high-interest readings on
academic subjects and by teaching them
skills and strategies for effective
reading, vocabulary building, note-taking,
and critical thinking. The series also
encourages students to discuss and write
about the ideas they discovered in the
readings, making them better speakers and
writers of English as well. Features
Readings based on academic sources — Every
reading in the text focuses on an academic
subject and is chosen with the intent of
providing different and intriguing
perspectives on the theme. Multiple
reading genres — Readings come from a
variety of sources or genres, from
textbooks to on-line articles, and are
written by a variety of experts from
widely different fields. Explicit academic
skills — From critical reading to
vocabulary building, notetaking and
critical thinking, the Longman Academic
Reading Series provides students with a
holistic approach to effective reading.
Corpus-Informed approach to vocabulary
(AWL) — Students build vocabulary and
acquire skills that will help them become
more confident and successful in preparing
for their academic work.
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The Longman Academic Reading Series is a
five-level series that prepares English
language learners for academic work. Highinterest readings cover a variety of
subjects, including art history,
nutrition, American literature, and
forensics. The series takes a holistic
approach to the skills and strategies
necessary for effective reading,
vocabulary building, note-taking, and
critical thinking. By encouraging students
to discuss and write about the ideas
covered in the readings, the series helps
them become better speakers and writers of
English. Highlights Rigorous,
sophisticated, and comprehensive readings
are based on academic sources, each
carefully designed to provide different
and intriguing perspectives on a theme.
Readings come from a variety of sources
and genres -- textbooks, newspapers,
magazines, online articles -- and are
written by experts in widely different
fields. A corpus-informed approach to
vocabulary helps students build vocabulary
and acquire skills to become more
confident in preparing for academic work.
New Essential Online Resources include
reading comprehension activities, reading
faster activities, teacher's manual and
assessments, and audio of the readings.
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Level 5 only has audio of the readings.
Longman Keystone C
Longman Academic Reading Series 5 SB with
Essential Online Resources
C
Longman Academic Reading Series 4 +
Longman Academic Writing
Being an Account of the Successful
Introduction of Salmon and Trout Into
Australian Waters
The second edition of First Steps in Academic
Writing , by Ann Hogue, provides highbeginning to low-intermediate students with
essential tools to master basic academic
writing. The text's time-proven approach
integrates paragraph organization, sentence
structure, grammar, mechanics, and the writing
process. First Steps leads students to build
strong academic writing skills that will last
them throughout their writing careers.
Features: A step-by-step approach guides
students seamlessly through the writing
process. Clear, succinct explanations help
students to understand and apply key conepts
and rules. Numerous models and varied
practice support students at all stages of
writing. NEW Try It Out! exercises give students
opportunities to assess mastery of new skills.
NEW journal writing activities help students
build literacy. NEW self-editing and peer editing
worksheets motivate students to revise. The
Longman Academic Writing Series also consists
of: Level 1 Fundamentals of Academic Writing
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Level 3 Introduction to Academic Writing, Third
Edition Level 4 Writing Academic English,
Fourth Edition
The Longman Academic Reading Series is a fivelevel series that prepares English language
learners for academic work. The aim of the
series is to make students more effective and
confident readers by providing high-interest
readings on academic subjects and by teaching
them skills and strategies for effective reading,
vocabulary building, note-taking, and critical
thinking. The series also encourages students
to discuss and write about the ideas they
discovered in the readings, making them better
speakers and writers of English as well.
Features Readings based on academic sources
— Every reading in the text focuses on an
academic subject and is chosen with the intent
of providing different and intriguing
perspectives on the theme. Multiple reading
genres — Readings come from a variety of
sources or genres, from textbooks to on-line
articles, and are written by a variety of experts
from widely different fields. Explicit academic
skills — From critical reading to vocabulary
building, notetaking and critical thinking,
theLongman Academic Reading Series provides
students with a holistic approach to effective
reading. Corpus-Informed approach to
vocabulary (AWL) — Students build vocabulary
and acquire skills that will help them become
more confident and successful in preparing for
their academic work.
Critical Reading provides a systematic
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introduction to the process of analyzing and
evaluating a written text. Students develop
critical reading skills through analysis of texts
from authentic sources (journals, newspapers,
magazines, and websites) and a variety of
academic dsiciplines. They are encouraged to
develop their comprehension and vocabulary
skills, while forming a reasoned assessment of
the effectiveness and validity of a
text.Highlights The text goes beyond the
standard "reading comprehension plus
vocabulary" approach. Includes opportunities
for further research, as well as writing tasks
designed to allow students to synthesize the
materials they have read and reach an
individual conclusion. Each chapter introduces a
fundamental skill for developing critical
awareness, including: considering place and
date of publication; identifying author bias and
purpose; distinguishing between fact and
opinion; gauging scope of research; evaluating
evidence; comparing the author's argument to
other points of view; and ultimately, evaluating
the strength and validity of an argument with
the goal of writing a critical review of the
article. Teachers can access My eLab
documents for support materials including
answer keys and tests.
Longman Academic Reading Series 4 Sb with
Online Resources
Longman Academic Reading Series
Longman Academic Reading 5 Assessment Bklt
Longman Academic Writing 3 + Longman
Academic Reading 3
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Skills and Strategies for Academic Reading
The Longman Academic Writing Series helps English
language students master the writing skills needed to
succeed in their academic careers. The fi ve-level series
spans writing topics from composing sentences to writing
research papers. Each level covers the complete writing
process from prewriting to revision. Level 1 teaches beginning
students to write sentences and paragraphs. The text's
proven approach integrates training in grammar, mechanics,
vocabulary, sentence structure, and paragraph organization
along with the writing process.
Provides instructions for a variety of small quilted projects
made from vintage quilt blocks, fabric scraps, beads, and
other embellishments, and features a gallery of finished
items.
The Longman Academic Reading Series is a five-level series
that prepares English language learners for academic work.
The aim of the series is to make students more effective and
confident readers by providing high-interest readings on
academic subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies
for effective reading, vocabulary building, note-taking, and
critical thinking. The series also encourages students to
discuss and write about the ideas they discovered in the
readings, making them better speakers and writers of English
as well. The Longman Academic Writing Series helps
students master the academic writing skills needed to
succeed in their academic careers. The five-level series
spans writing topics from composing sentences to writing
research papers. Each level covers the complete writing
process from prewriting to revision. Level 4 teaches highintermediate students to write various genres of academic
essays. The text's proven approach integrates training in
grammar, mechanics, vocabulary, and essay organization
along with the writing process.
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Longman Academic Reading 1 Assessment Bklt
Academic Writing for Graduate Students
Longman Academic Writing Series
With Online Resources
Essential Tasks and Skills : a Course for Nonnative Speakers
of English

The Longman Academic Reading Series is a fivelevel series that prepares English language learners
for academic work. The aim of the series is to make
students more effective and confident readers by
providing high-interest readings on academic
subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies
for effective reading, vocabulary building, notetaking, and critical thinking. The series also
encourages students to discuss and write about the
ideas they discovered in the readings, making them
better speakers and writers of English as well.
Features Readings based on academic sources -Every reading in the text focuses on an academic
subject and is chosen with the intent of providing
different and intriguing perspectives on the theme.
Multiple reading genres -- Readings come from a
variety of sources or genres, from textbooks to online articles, and are written by a variety of experts
from widely different fields. Explicit academic skills -From critical reading to vocabulary building,
notetaking and critical thinking, the Longman
Academic Reading Series provides students with a
holistic approach to effective reading. CorpusInformed approach toPage
vocabulary
(AWL) -- Students
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build vocabulary and acquire skills that will help them
become more confident and successful in preparing
for their academic work.
This book helps "students to master the standard
organizational patterns of the paragraph and the
basic concepts of essay writing. The text's timeproven approach integrates the study of rhetorical
patterns and the writing process with extensive
practice in sentence structure and mechanics." product description.
Lynn Bonesteel, Series EditorPaul Nation, Series
Consultant A four-level reading skills series for
beginning through advanced students, "Real
Reading" provides students with a meaningful and
authentic reading experience. Compelling readings
in a variety of genres have been carefully written or
adapted from authentic sources and feature a
principled approach to vocabulary development.
"Real Reading" Features Two thematically-related
readings per unit encourage students to make
connections. Reading and vocabulary skill building
and vocabulary learning strategies based on Paul
Nation's research help students become more
confident and successful in preparation for academic
reading and reading on standardized tests.
Controlled vocabulary based on the General Service
Word List, the Academic Word List, and the
Billuroglu-Neufeld List ensures students'
comprehension. Fluency Practice units improve
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reading speed and comprehension. Click on the links
below for the Teacher's Manuals Real Reading 1
Teacher's ManualReal Reading 2 Teacher's
ManualReal Reading 3 Teacher's ManualReal
Reading 4 Teacher's Manual The four-level ""Real
Reading"" series also includes: Real Reading 1 Real
Reading 2 Real Reading 3
Maat, the Moral Ideal in Ancient Egypt
Longman Academic Writing 4 + Longman Academic
Reading4
The Longman Academic Writing, Level 2
Longman Academic Reading 4 Assessment Bklt
English for Academic Purposes
Aimed at academic, professional and general
readers, Bush, city, cyberspace provides a snapshot
of the state of Australian children's and adolescent
literature in the early twenty-first century, and an
insight into its history. In doing so, it promotes a
sense of where Australian literature for young people
may be going and captures a literary and critical
mood with which readers in Australia and beyond will
identify. The title of the work is intended to capture
the fact that the field has changed dramatically in
the century and a half that 'Australian children's
literature' has existed, from the bush myths and
heroism that inform the past and the present,
through the recognition that the vast majority of
authors and readers live in cities, to the third wave
of 'cyberliterature' that incorporates multimedia,
hypertext, weblinks and e-books - none of which
lessens the enduring enthusiasm of practitioners and
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readers for books. Bush, city, cyberspace is not
meant to be an encyclopedic volume. Rather, wellknown, recent and/or award-winning works have
been emphasised, with the addition of others where
these help to illuminate particular points. The book is
similar in coverage and approach to Australian
Children's Literature: An Exploration of Genre and
Theme, written by the same three authors and
published by the Centre for Information Studies in
1995. In the intervening period, much has changed in
the field, notable examples including the blurring of
the dividing line between 'quality' and 'popular'
literature; the blending of genres; the rise of a truly
indigenous literature; the demise, to a significant
extent, of 'Outbackery' in fiction; the acceptance of
multiculturalism as the norm; and the advent of the
literature of cyberspace, with new methods, and the
sheer speed, of communication between writer and
reader. All these trends, and others, are reflected in
this work.
Making Connections teaches an extensive range of
reading skills and strategies in order to prepare
students for college reading. Making Connections
Level 4 Teacher's Manual contains teaching
suggestions for each activity type as well as a
complete answer key. Photocopiable unit tests
contain additional thematic readings and assess how
well students have learned the unit's reading skills
and the unit's target vocabulary.
"The Longman Academic Reading Series is a fivelevel series that prepares English language learners
for academic work. The aim of the series is to make
students more effective and confident readers by
providing high-interest readings on academic
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subjects and by teaching them skills and strategies
for effective reading, vocabulary building, notetaking, and critical thinking. The series also
encourages students to discuss and write about the
ideas they discovered in the readings, making them
better speakers and writers of English as
well."--Publisher description.
Bush, City, Cyberspace
Longman cornerstone
Longman Academic Reading Series 1
Real Reading 4
Paragrahs to Essays Sb W/App, Online Practice &
Digital Resources LVL 3

Comments for Backcover Copy[Viewable in
GHEPM only]Post a Comment Longman
Keystone is a multi-level program
designed for English learners and
struggling readers whose academic
achievement is two or more years below
grade level. Through explicit,
intensive, and focused instruction that
accelerates students' language
acquisition, reading comprehension,
vocabulary, and oral and written
communication skills, students will
quickly begin achieving academic
success and be better prepared to
transition to mainstream coursework
across the curriculum. Longman Keystone
blends rigorous, research-based reading
and language skills instruction
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together with a balance of content-area
readings and age-appropriate, highinterest literature. In addition, this
series incorporates the focused and
purposeful instructional principles of
Understanding by Design, which allow
students to demonstrate their
understanding and mastery of skills
through multiple formal and informal
assessment opportunities. Through this
process, students will be equipped with
the key transferable academic skills
necessary for lifelong success. For
more information about Longman
Keystone, including sample units and
correlations, please visit
http://www.longmanschool.com.
The book will help students master the
standard organizational patterns for
paragraphs and essays. The text's
approach integrates the study of
rhetorical patterns and the writing
process with extensive practice in
grammar, mechanics, and sentence
structure.
A Course for Nonnative Speakers of
English. Genre-based approach. Includes
units such as graphs and commenting on
other data and research papers.
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Longman Academic Writing Series 4:
Essays SB W/App, Online Practice &
Digital Resources
Longman Academic Reading Series 4 With
Essential Online Resources and
Vocabulary Power 3 - Practicing
Essential Words
Salmon at the Antipodes
Sentences to Paragraphs Sb W/App,
Online Practice & Digital Resources LVL
1
Paragraphs
The Longman Academic Writing Series
helps students master the academic
writing skills needed to succeed in
their academic careers. The five-level
series spans writing topics from
composing sentences to writing research
papers. Each level covers the complete
writing process from prewriting to
revision. Level 1 teaches beginning
students to write sentences and
paragraphs. The text's proven approach
integrates training in grammar,
mechanics, vocabulary, sentence
structure, and paragraph organization
along with the writing process.
Features
The Longman Academic Reading Series is
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a five-level series that prepares
English language learners for academic
work. The aim of the series is to make
students more effective and confident
readers by providing high-interest
readings on academic subjects and by
teaching them skills and strategies for
effective reading, vocabulary building,
note-taking, and critical thinking. The
series also encourages students to
discuss and write about the ideas they
discovered in the readings, making them
better speakers and writers of English
as well. The Longman Academic Writing
Series helps students master the
academic writing skills needed to
succeed in their academic careers. The
The Development of Australian
Children’s Literature into the 21st
Century
Making Connections Level 4 Teacher's
Manual
Toward a Regional Community
Critical Reading
Creating an Authentic Reading
Experience
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